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Abstract

This paper investigates the computational grounding of learning theories developed
within a metrical phonology approach to stress assignment� In current research� the
Principles and Parameters approach to learning stress is pervasive� We point out some
inherent problems associated with this approach in learning the stress system of a par�
ticular language by setting parameters �the case of Dutch�� which is shown to be an
inherently noisy problem� The paper focuses on two aspects of this problem� we em�
pirically examine the e�ect of input encodings on learnability� and we investigate the
possibility of a data�oriented approach as an alternative to the principles and parameters
approach� We show that data�oriented similarity�based machine learning techniques like
Backpropagation Learning� Instance�Based Learning and Analogical Modeling working on
phonemic input encodings �i� are able to learn metrical phonology abstractions based on
concepts like syllable weight� �ii� that their performance can be related to various degrees
of markedness of metrical phenomena� and �iii� that in addition� they are able to extract
generalizations which cannot be expressed within the metrical framework without recourse
to lexical marking� We also provide a quantitative comparison of the performance of the
three algorithms investigated�

� INTRODUCTION

Recently� there has been an increased attention in Computational Linguistics in data�oriented
methods taken from Machine Learning or statistical pattern recognition for deriving linguistic
knowledge from primary linguistic data� These techniques will help in alleviating the linguistic
knowledge acquisition bottleneck and may also provide insight into the way people acquire
a language system� At the same time� computational phonology has appeared as a mature
sub�discipline of the �eld� In this paper� we try to link these two new areas by showing that
machine learning algorithms can be applied to acquire parts of a phonological system�
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��� METRICAL PHENOMENA AND THEORY

Machine learning of metrical phenomena is an interesting domain for exploring the potential
of particular machine learning techniques� and more generally� to study the role Machine
Learning can play in theory formation �the computational grounding of a learning theory��

First of all� the assignment of stress in polysyllabic monomorphemic words� the subject
of this paper� has been fairly well studied in metrical phonology� Within this framework� the
stress patterns of numerous languages have been described in considerable detail� Thus� a
solid theoretical framework as well as elaborate descriptions of the linguistic data are available�

Secondly� the domain of metrical phenomena can be studied as a �relatively� independent
problem domain �unlike problems in other linguistic domains such as� for instance� linguis�
tic pragmatics� that typically have multiple dependencies with other domains like syntactic
and�or semantic phenomena��

Thirdly� metrical phenomena exhibit a number of interesting characteristics that makes
them well�suited for testing the capacity of machine learning algorithms to generalize� as well
as their ability to handle irregularities� On the one hand� stress assignment appears to be
governed by a number of solid generalizations� For the purpose of this study� a lexicon of
Dutch polysyllabic monomorphematic words was compiled �the lexicon will be described in
more detail in section ����� We found that approximately 	
� of the �		monomorphemes are
regular according to a state�of�the�art metrical analysis �Trommelen � Zonneveld ��	�� ���
��
The remaining �
� have to be dealt with in terms of idiosyncratic markings �speci�cation of a
lexical foot� exceptions to extrametricality� a combination of these two exception mechanisms�
or simply a marking of the irregular pattern in the lexicon�� On the other hand� the domain
exhibits a large number of local ambiguities� or� in other words� it can be said to be noisy� For
instance� taking the aforementioned lexicon� a metrical encoding in terms of syllable weight�

was performed� This revealed that only �� of the 	� possible weight strings were unambiguous
with respect to stress assignment� This ambiguity can be exempli�ed as follows� if we take a
string of three light syllables� the three possibilities of the Dutch stress system occur�

VV�VV�VV
panama �Panama�� antepenultimate stress
pijama �pyjamas�� penultimate stress
paraplu �umbrella�� �nal stress
In short� it can readily be seen that the microcosm of metrical phonology is endowed with

generalizations as well as irregularities� This is a phenomenon characteristic of the macrocosm
of the linguistic system in general�

��� MACHINE LEARNING OF METRICAL PHENOMENA

Recently� computational learning models that speci�cally address the problem of how to learn
the regularities of stress assignment have been proposed� Gupta � Touretzky ������� Dresher
� Kaye ����
�� Nyberg ������� They all approach the learning problem from the angle of the
�principles and parameters� framework �Chomsky ��	��� In this approach the learner comes
to the task of language learning equipped with a priori knowledge incorporated in a universal
grammar that constrains him to entertain only useful generalizations� More speci�cally� the
a priori knowledge consists of a �nite set of parameters� the values of which have to be �xed

�Metrical analyses of Dutch assume four levels of syllable weight� super light �schwa� light �VV� heavy
�V�C� super heavy �VV�C� �V�V�CC�� The last category leaves room for further di�erentiation�
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by the learner so as to arrive at the grammar of his �local� language� Starting from a �nite set
of parameters� each with a �nite set of values� the number of possible grammars developed
by the learner is restricted to a �nite set� It is assumed that universal grammar speci�es
a number of parameters relevant to the metrical domain �see Dresher � Kaye ���
�� The
computational models add a learning theory to the linguistic notion of universal grammar�
This learning theory speci�es what aspects of the data are relevant to each parameter� and
it also determines how the data processed by the learner are to be used to set the values
of the parameters� Common to the systems referred to is that they try to �x the values of
parameters relevant to the metrical domain� The speci�c approaches taken di�er� however�
with respect to important dimensions� Dresher � Kaye ����
� and Nyberg ������ explicitly
incorporate a set of parameters� while Gupta � Touretzky ������ aim at discovering them�
Dresher � Kaye implement a deterministic learner while Nyberg�s is a non�deterministic one�

The research reported in this paper aims at exploring the potential of learning algorithms
that share a data�driven �empiricist� mode of learning instead of the nativist approach
exempli�ed by the research described in this section� We investigate how far we can get
in acquiring noise�tolerant generalizations without presupposing a lot of a priori knowledge
�although even in data�driven algorithms� knowledge is also present to a greater or lesser
degree in the data encodings used�� A second goal of the present research is a qualitative
comparison of the results of our data�driven approach to the constructs and insights of the
metrical framework�

Dresher � Kaye ����
� Dresher� ����� explicitly mention table�lookup �storing weight
strings with their associated stress string� as an uninteresting data�driven approach� mainly
because in their view it is empirically inadequate as it cannot generalize to new cases� Yet�
we show that a learning theory based on analogical reasoning can be associated with such
an approach� Our experiments also show that an underlying �syllable weight� representation
need not be derived explicitly from surface representations �phonemic representation�� This
transformation is a problem which is faced� but not solved by the approaches mentioned�
Church ������ in a reaction to Dresher ������ also mentions �data�driven� table�lookup as an
alternative� but glosses over the problems of noise �ambiguous patterns� and of how to arrive
at a syllable weight representation� We agree with Church however that even if the data�
oriented �table�lookup� approach overgenerates in the sense that impossible stress systems
could be learned� this is not something the learner should be concerned with�

��� STRESS ASSIGNMENT IN DUTCH

In order to introduce the qualitative analysis of the results of our experiment� a short presen�
tation of some basic facts about the stress system of Dutch appears to be appropriate� The
most straightforward way to present stress assignment in Dutch is by reviewing the settings
of the relevant metrical parameters �see Dresher � Kaye ���
� Trommelen � Zonneveld ��	��
���
��
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P� The word�tree is strong on the �Left�Right� Right
P� Feet are �Binary�Unbounded� Binary
P� Feet are built from the �Left�Right� Right
P� Feet are strong on the �Left�Right� Left
P� Feet are quantity sensitive �Yes�No� Yes
P Feet are quantity sensitive to the Rhyme

�Rhyme�Nucleus�
P� A strong branch of a foot must itself Yes

branch �No�Yes�
P	A There is an extrametrical syllable �No�Yes� Yes
P	 It is extrametrical to the �Left�Right� Right

This con�guration of parameters yields a metrical tree such as the one depicted in Figure
�� Binary feet� labeled s �strong� and w �weak� are built from right to left on top of syllable
rhymes� Feet are quantity�sensitive to the rhyme and closed syllables may not occupy the
w�position of a binary foot� A word tree which is strong to the right is built on top of the
feet and main stress can be determined by folowing the path containing exclusively s�labels�

As indicated in Figure �� the rightmost syllable is extrametrical� In Dutch� extrametri�
cality is restricted to VX�rhymes� where X stands for V or C� This condition results in the
extrametricality of VV� and VC�rhymes� but is not stretched further to include super heavy
syllables �which can only occur in word �nal position��

w s

s w s (w)
SE               MI              NA          RIE

Figure �� Metrical tree for seminarie

Extrametricality needs two further quali�cations� First of all� Dutch is fairly idiosyncratic
in the sense that extrametricality applies after foot formation and before word tree formation�
a phenomenon called �late��extrametricality� In this way� extrametricality does not a�ect reg�
ular foot formation but it does in�uence directly the construction of the word tree� Secondly�
extrametricality is subject to percolation from �head�position� �the s�position of a foot or a
monosyllabic foot�� This ensures for instance that monosyllabic feet remain invisible for the
word tree formation rule �after word tree formation they are incorporated into the word tree
by Stray Adjunction�� At the same time� the �nal syllable in Figure � is a weak syllable�
and hence� since extrametricality is not allowed to percolate upwards from within the weak�
non�head position� the �nal foot is still incorporated in the word tree�

This setting of the metrical parameters de�nes a window of three syllables from the right
word edge� Generally speaking� stress on the penultimate syllable is the normal case� stress
on the antepenultimate syllable is made possible by the extrametricality of the �nal syllable�
except if the latter is super heavy since in that case the �nal syllable is stressed�

Deviations from this pattern are handled as follows�

� Lexical Feet �F�� The mechanism of idiosyncratically assigning a lexical foot stipulates
that a syllable marked with the feature �F� behaves as an exception to regular foot
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formation in that it constitutes a monosyllabic foot� In this way� the �nal monosyllabic
foot of words with a �nal light syllable �as in �Panama�� becomes extrametrical and
stress can land on the antepenultimate syllable of the word��

� Exceptions to the extrametricality rule ��ex�� This mechanism indicates that
words marked as ��ex� are to be withdrawn from the regular application of the ex�
trametricality rule� The aim is to attract stress to that �nal syllable that would be
extrametrical in the regular case� For instance� several VC� �nal words� such as kolonel
colonel� receive �nal stress�

� Lexical feet in conjunction with exceptions to extrametricality �F�� ��ex�� The
third mechanism combines the two preceding ones� it marks the �nal syllable so that
it is assigned a monosyllabic foot� and subsequently this syllable is withdrawn from
the regular application of the extrametricality rule by a ��ex� marking� resulting in �nal
stress� Cases in point are words with a �nal open syllable that nevertheless receive �nal
stress such as paraplu umbrella�

The three exception mechanisms have in common that the relevant words have to receive
a marking in the lexicon� This also holds for those words that can still not be satisfactorily
treated by the mechanisms discussed� For instance� there are exceptions to the general rule
that words with a �nal super heavy syllable have �nal stress� such as altaar altar�

In order to estimate the generality of the metrical categories� a lexicon of Dutch poly�
syllabic monomorphematic words was compiled� Our data consisted of �		 polysyllabic
monomorphemes� The lexicon was extracted from the celex lexical database�� Only words
that could be unambiguously characterized as monomorphemes were selected for our data
set� Proper nouns were withdrawn from the dataset� Our lexicon constitutes a representative
sample of the monomorphemes of the language�

In the metrical analysis� �ve cases can be distinguished �between brackets their frequency
in the lexicon�� �i� the regular �R�� unmarked case �	
������ �ii� a mechanism that intrudes
into foot formation� �F� ���	��� �iii� a mechanism that a�ects word�tree formation� ��ex�
�������� �iv� a combination of �ii� and �iii� ����	��� �v� the irregular cases �I� ������� These
�ve possibilities can be scaled according to their markedness� the regular case �i� is of course
the least� the irregular case �v� the most marked� In�between these extremes� possibilities �ii�
and �iii� are less marked than �iv�� the latter requires two features while for the former only
one feature is su�cient�

This scaling can also be performed on a more �ne�grained level� From foregoing short
presentation of the basic facts of Dutch stress assignment� it appears that words with a light
or heavy �nal and pre�nal syllable are the problematic cases� The way they are analysed in
a metrical framework is summarized in Table ��

When we take the �rst type in Table �� it appears that Penultimate stress is the unmarked
case� Antepenultimate stress requires one feature� and Final stress is the most marked case
since two features are needed�

�Trommelen and Zonneveld ������ propose that in VX�VV�VC words with penultimate stress �such as
�mecenas�� the penultimate VV�syllable has a lexical foot� which constitutes a departure from the regular case
in which the nal syllable is treated as such�

�
celex contains ��
���� lemmas and 
������ wordforms� It was compiled on the basis of the INL corpus

of present�day Dutch� more than �� million words in a variety of text types�
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Table �� Stress patterns in Dutch words with light and heavy syllables
Type Stress Pattern

Final Stress Penultimate Antepenultimate
Stress Stress

VV�VV�VV ��ex��F� R �F�
VX�VC�VV ��ex��F� R I
VX�VC�VC ��ex� R I
VX�VV�VC ��ex� �F� R

��� THE PARAMETER SETTING PROBLEM

A parametric approach that aims at universal validity will eventually have to deal with the
irregular� exceptional� and language speci�c details of the linguistic system� At present this
appears to be a problem� For instance� Dresher � Kaye ����
� explicitly require that the
input be completely transparant� They dedicate a specialized module to determining if there
exist obvious con�icts �such as the ones illustrated above for Dutch�� Eventually� a brute
force learner is invoked to deal with similar input�

They also indicate that the set of parameters will undoubtedly have to be extended �see
also Gupta � Touretzky ������ But keeping the present set of parameters as su�cient� for
the sake of the argument� a number of serious problems turn up when we try to analyze how a
learner of Dutch might �x the values of the parameters� Two examples may su�ce to illustrate
the point� Parameter  relates to quantity sensitivity� and more speci�cally determines if a
language is quantity sensitive to the rhyme or to the nucleus� If the former is the case� closed
syllables and long nuclei behave similarly with respect to stress� while in the latter case only
branching nuclei are heavy� It is not clear how these cues for Parameter P can be used in
Dutch where closed syllables do indeed behave as open syllables with long vowels but this is
only so for heavy closed syllables and not for super heavy ones�

Another problem arises with respect to the extrametricality parameters 	A and 	� Dresher
� Kaye ����
� �	�� point out that extrametricality is a di�cult problem since the cue ������
presence of stress at the left or right edge of a word is enough� in this system of parameters�
to rule out extrametricality at the edge�� But lack of stressed peripheral syllables is not a
su�cient condition for extrametricality� In the case of Dutch there is a �rm number of words
exhibiting �nal stress �in our lexicon of �		 polysyllabic monomorphemes� �������� Thus
how can the learner determine that for Dutch a parameter setting amounting to right extra�
metricality is appropriate given a huge number of words with �nal stress� Moreover the theory
should provide a way to disentangle the cues for setting parameter 	A �extrametricality� and
parameter  �quantity sensitivity� since a branching rhyme is subject to extrametricality ex�
cept for super heavy syllables �with either a branching nucleus or a branching coda�� If such
a construction can be found it would account for 	���� of the cases with �nal stress� For
the remaining words with �nal stress the theory should �nd a way to discover the application
of exception mechanisms� viz� ��ex� ��	�
� of words with �nal stress�� and �F���ex� ����
�
of words with �nal stress��

Here the theory presents two escape mechanisms� etching and a theory of excep�
tions� Etching basically provides a mechanism for detecting and �ltering out noise from the





input stream by making decisions about parameter settings sensitive to frequency� The prob�
lem with this approach is that there is no principled way to determine the saturation level�
what amount of data should be encountered before a parameter is set to its marked value�
For instance� if ������ of all monomorphemic words have �nal stress� would the saturation
level be reached for setting the extrametricality parameter �erroneously� to its marked value�
The second proposal involves a more principled account of exceptions� viz� a deterministic
learner is able to handle exceptions if they invariably go in the unmarked direction since
exceptions can never be taken as evidence for setting a parameter to its marked value� In the
case of Dutch this is not unproblematic� as a language with right extrametricality� �nal stress
is exceptional� Thus� if the unmarked setting of the extrametricality parameter is �	A YES�
�assuming extrametricality as the unmarked value� the huge amount of words with �nal stress
do not con�rm the unmarked but the marked option� Hence� exceptions do not point into
the unmarked direction but in the marked direction� and it remains uncertain if the learner
will ever reach the correct parameter setting�

In the light of the above problems� we investigated the learnability of Dutch stress assign�
ment in a machine learning experiment� Our data set consisted of �		 monomorphemicDutch
words� First we investigated whether the performance of some of the proposed data�oriented
machine learning algorithms di�ered on the stress assignment learning task �experiment ���
then we tried to relate the learning performance of two of the algorithms to the sort of en�
coding used and to linguistic theory formation within the metrical framework �experiment ���
Before we describe the experimental results� however� we still have to introduce the learning
algorithms used�

��� THE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

We have experimented with three di�erent learning algorithms� Backpropagation of errors in
feedforward networks �BP�� Analogical Modeling �ANA� and Instance�Based Learning �IBL��
All three algorithms are supervised �a number of training items is provided�� IBL is an
incremental algorithm� BP and ANA are batch learning algorithms� BP is sub�symbolic �it
uses microfeatures extracted from input activation patterns�� IBL and ANA are symbolic��

In the three learning algorithms� similarity plays a central role� similar instances have
similar categories� Both IBL and ANA make explicit use of similarity�based reasoning� They
use a similarity metric to compare items� and use the items most similar to a test item as
a basis for making a decision about the category of the latter� BP too� uses similarity �or
analogy�� but more implicitly� Again� an input pattern activates an output pattern which is
similar to the activation pattern of those items that are similar to the new item� Complexity
is added by the fact that an intermediate layer of units �rede�nes� similarity by extracting
features from the activation patterns of the input layer� We will see that in our version of
IBL� an information�theoretic metric is used to achieve a similar result�

����� Backpropagation Of Errors

We chose Backpropagation of errors �BP� �Rumelhart� Hinton � Williams� ��	� as one of
our inductive techniques because it has empirically been shown to be relatively successful in
learning natural language processing sub�problems �e�g�� Daelemans � Van den Bosch� �����

�A more detailed classication of these algorithms in the space of possible machine learning algorithms is
given in Gillis et al� �����
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present a ��layer BP network which learns to hyphenate Dutch words with relatively high
accuracy� Weijters � Hoppenbrouwers� ���
� present a similar network which learns to map
Dutch text to phonemic speech�� The main reason for experimenting with BP for learning
relatively complex problems like hyphenation or stress assignment� is that BP networks are
alleged to be able to extract generalisations and sub�generalisations from their training data�
as well as store exceptions to these generalisations� However� there are limitations to BP
network capabilities� BP learning is not guaranteed to converge to optimal performance �i�e�
it can end up in local minima�� A consequence of this is that although a multi�layered network
may be able in principle to represent the solution to any mapping problem� this property is
not of much help because the designer of such a network is confronted with a large search
space of variable network parameters �e�g�� size of the hidden layer� learning rate� number of
training cycles� which may a�ect learning and performance of the network considerably� but
which cannot be determined by rule� Experimenters can therefore almost never be sure that
their results are optimal�

In all BP simulations� we implemented a ��layer network� All simulations were run on
PlaNet v��� a connectionist network simulator written by Yoshiro Miyata� The input layer
contained �� units� the hidden layer �� units� and the output layer � units� All simulations
were run �
 epochs� Before training� all connection weights were initialized with random
�oating point values between ��� and ��� We used a learning rate of 
�� and a momentum of

���

����� Instance�Based Learning

Instance�based learning �IBL� Aha et al� ����� is a framework and methodology for incre�
mental supervised machine learning� The distinguishing feature of IBL is the fact that no
explicit abstractions are constructed on the basis of the training examples during the training
phase� A selection of the training items themselves is used to classify new inputs� IBL shares
with Memory�Based Reasoning �MBR� Stan�ll and Waltz� ��	�� and Case�Based Reasoning
�CBR� Riesbeck and Schank� ��	�� the hypothesis that much of intelligent behaviour is based
on the immediate use of stored episodes of earlier experience rather than on the use of ex�
plicitly constructed abstractions extracted from this experience �e�g� in the form of rules or
decision trees�� In the present context of learning linguistic mappings� the hypothesis would
be that much of language behaviour is based on this type of memory�based processing rather
than on rule�based processing� In linguistics� a similar emphasis on analogy to stored ex�
amples instead of explicit but inaccessible rules� is present in the work of� amongst others�
Derwing and Skousen ���	��� IBL is inspired to some extent on psychological research on
exemplar�based categorization �as opposed to classical and probabilistic categorization� Smith
and Medin� ��	��� Finally� as far as algorithms are concerned� IBL �nds its inspiration in
statistical pattern recognition� especially the rich research tradition on the nearest�neighbour
decision rule �see e�g� Devijver and Kittler� ��	�� for an overview��

The operation of the basic algorithm is quite simple� for each pattern to be assigned a
category �test item�� it is checked whether this pattern has been encountered in the training
set earlier� If this is the case� the category of the training item is assigned to the new item
�or the category most often associated with the training item in case of ambiguous patterns��
If the test item has not yet been encountered� its similarity to all items kept in memory is
computed� and a category is assigned based on the category of the most similar item�s�� The
performance of an IBL classi�er crucially depends on the selection of training items to be

	



kept in memory� and the similarity metric used� In these experiments� we �remembered� all
training items� and only experimented with the similarity metric�

When using a Euclidean distance metric �geometrical distance between two patterns in
pattern space�� all features are interpreted as being equally important� But this is of course
not necessarily the case� We extended the basic IBL algorithm proposed by Aha et al� ������
with a technique for assigning a di�erent importance to di�erent features� Our approach
to the problem of weighing the relative importance of features is based on the concept of
Information Gain �IG� also used in learning inductive decision trees� Quinlan� ��	�� and �rst
introduced �as far as we know� in IBL in �Daelemans and Van den Bosch� ����� in the context
of a syllable segmentation task� The idea is to interpret the training set as an information
source capable of generating a number of messages �the di�erent categories� with a certain
probability� The information entropy of such an information source can be compared in turn
for each feature to the average information entropy of the information source when the value
of that feature is known�

Database information entropy is equal to the number of bits of information needed to know
the category given a pattern� It is computed by the following formula where pi �probability
of category i� is estimated by its relative frequency in the training set�

H�D� � �
X

i

pilog�pi ���

For each feature �position in the patterns�� it is now computed what the information gain

is of knowing its value� To do this we have to compute the average information entropy for
this feature and subtract it from the information entropy of the database� To compute the
average information entropy for a feature� we take the average information entropy of the
database restricted to each possible value for the feature� The expression D�f�v� refers to
those patterns in the database that have value v for feature f � V is the set of possible values
for feature f �

H�D�f �� �
X

vi�V

H�D�f�vi��
jD�f�vi�j

jDj
���

Information gain is then obtained by equation three� and scaled to be used as a weight
for the feature during similarity matching�

G�f� � H�D��H�D�f �� ���

While the approach taken makes the IBL algorithm not completely incremental �in our
experiments� the IG value is computed on the basis of the complete training set�� we have
experimented with an incremental version �updating the IG values with every new item��
with the same results after less than a hundred training patterns� The second experiment
was performed with an incremental version of the technique�

Figure � shows the information gain values for each attribute in the encoding� for all cate�
gories taken together �IG�� and for each category independently �Information Gain of ultimate
syllable IG�L�� of penultimate syllable IG�BL�� and antepenultimate syllable IG�BBL���
Horizontally� the di�erent attributes are represented �number of syllables�S� syllable weight
ultimate syllableW�L�� nucleus N�L�� and presence of onsetO�L�� and syllable weight penul�
timate syllable W�BL�� nucleus N�BL�� and presence of onset O�BL��� The data encoding
will be more fully explained in the next section�
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Unlike information gain for all attributes taken together� information gain of each cat�
egory independently was not used further in our experiments because it did not improve
overall generalization accuracy� It did improve accuracy for category BBL �antepenultimate��
however� This simple information�theoretic metric already provides some insight into the
problem� nucleus identity and syllable weight of the last syllable are clearly the most im�
portant features overall� and should be assigned most weight in similarity matching� The
metric also shows that the encoding used does not o�er many clues for the prediction of the
antepenultimate stress� Word length �in number of syllables� provides most information gain
here� The �rounded� information gain value is used to weigh similarity matching�
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Figure �� Information Gain values for each attribute

����� Analogical Modeling

Analogical Modeling �Skousen ��	�� is another similarity�based framework� meant to provide
an alternative to rule�based linguistic descriptions as a model of actual language usage� The
main assumption underlying this approach is that many aspects of speaker performance are
better accounted for in terms of �analogy�� i�e� the identi�cation of similarities or di�erences
with other forms in the lexicon� than by referring to explicit but inaccessible rules �see Derwing
� Skousen ��	� for an overview of psycholinguistic research supporting this assumption�� The
notion of �analogy� is given an operational de�nition in terms of a matching process between
an input pattern and a database of stored exemplars� The result of this matching process
is a collection of examples called the analogical set� and classi�cation of the input pattern is
achieved through selection from this set�

ANA thus shares some important characteristics with IBL� the main source of knowledge
in both approaches is a database of stored exemplars� These exemplars themselves are used to
classify new items� without intermediate abstractions in the form of rules� In order to achieve
this� an exhaustive database search is needed� and during this search� less relevant examples
need to be discarded� The main di�erence between both approaches lies in the way this
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selection is made� In our information�gain extension of IBL� di�erent weights are attached to
each feature in a pattern� so that correspondences between informative features are favoured
over similarities between less informative features� In ANA essentially the same e�ect is
achieved without precomputing the relative importance of individual features� Instead� all
features are equally important initially� and serve to partition the database into several disjoint
classes of exemplars� Filtering out irrelevant exemplars is done by considering properties of
these classes rather than by inspecting individual features that their members may share with
the input pattern� To explain how this works� we will describe the matching procedure in
some more detail�

The �rst stage in the matching process is the construction of subcontexts� subcontexts
are just classes of exemplars� and they are obtained by matching the input pattern� feature
by feature� to each item in the database� on an equal�not equal basis� and classifying the
database exemplars accordingly� Taking the input pattern ���� which represents a syllable
weight encoding of a word like �astronaut� as an example� eight di�erent subcontexts would be
constructed� ���� �������� ���� ���� ���� ��� and ���� where the overstrike denotes comple�
mentation� Thus� exemplars in the class ��� share all their features with the input pattern�
whereas for those in ��� only the value for the third feature is shared� In general� n features
yield �n mutually disjoint subcontexts� Subcontexts can be either deterministic� which means
that their members all have the same associated category� or non�deterministic� when several
categories occur�

In the following stage� supracontexts are constructed by generalizing over speci�c feature
values� This is done by systematically discarding features from the input pattern� and taking
the union of the subcontexts that are subsumed by this new pattern� Supracontexts can be
ordered with respect to generality� so that the most speci�c supracontext contains exemplars
which share all n features with the input pattern� less speci�c supracontexts contain items
which share at least n� � features� and the most general supracontext contains all database
exemplars� whether or not they have any features in common with the input pattern� In
the table below the supracontexts for our previous example are displayed� together with the
subcontexts they subsume�

Supracontext Subcontexts
� � � ���
� � � ��� ���
� � � ��� ���
� � � ��� ���
� � � ��� ��� ��� ���
� � � ��� ��� ��� ���
� � � ��� ��� ��� ���
� � � ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

An important notion with respect to supracontexts is homogeneity� A supracontext is
called homogeneous when any of the following conditions holds�

� The supracontext contains nothing but empty subcontexts�

� The supracontext contains only deterministic subcontexts with the same category�

� The supracontext contains a single non�empty� non�deterministic subcontext�
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Heterogeneous supracontexts are obtained by combining deterministic and non�deterministic
subcontexts� Going from least to most general� this means that as soon as a supracontext is
heterogeneous� any more general supracontext will be heterogeneous too�

In the �nal stage� the analogical set is constructed� This set contains all of the exemplars
from each of the homogeneous supracontexts� Two remarks are in order here� First� since some
exemplars will occur in more than one supracontext� each exemplar is weighed according to
its distribution across di�erent supracontexts� Second� banning heterogeneous supracontexts
from the analogical set ensures that the process of adding increasingly dissimilar exemplars is
halted as soon as those di�erences may cause a shift in category� Exactly when this happens
depends largely on the input pattern� For example� input patterns with a very strong cue�
such as ��� in the �nal syllable� give rise to analogical sets which display a lot of variation
in the other features� whereas for minor subregularities� such as words ending in �ium�� only
exemplars with slight deviations from the input pattern will survive in the analogical set�
To �nally categorize the input pattern� either the predominant category in the analogical set
or the category of a randomly chosen member of this set is chosen� In our experiments� we
adopted the former approach�

Analogical Modeling has been applied to a number of di�erent problem domains� where
the degree of regularity ranges from entirely categorical to fairly idiosyncratic� In all of these
cases� the model appears to perform well and captures the relevant generalizations� Moreover�
an analogical approach allows for smoother transitions between boundary cases and is able
to deal with missing or redundant information�

� EXPERIMENT �

In a �rst experiment� we quantitatively compared the performance of the three data�driven
learning algorithms on learning the stress assignment task� and studied the learning curve
produced by each algorithm by presenting di�erent training set sizes�

��� METHOD

To be relatively certain that the performance results reported approximate the true error rate�
we set up a �
�fold cross�validation experiment ��
�fold CV� Weiss � Kulikowski� ������ In
this set�up� the dataset is partitioned ten times� each time with a di�erent �
� of the dataset
as the test set� and the remaining �
� as training set� For each of the ten simulations� we also
varied the size of the training set from �

 items to the full training set size� with increments
of �

� This adds up to �
 di�erent training set � test set divisions for each algorithm tested�

��� DATA CODING

As far as the representation of words is concerned� for this experiment� we chose a repre�
sentation combining abstract elements from the metrical framework �such as syllable weight�
with more concrete properties of the word� its length in number of syllables� the presence
or absence of a syllable onset in the �nal and pre�nal syllable� and the nucleus �vowel� of
the �nal and pre�nal syllable� For instance� the word nirvana was encoded as ��a��a� ��
syllables� both �nal and pre�nal syllable have an onset indicated by the plus sign� are light
syllables� and have phoneme a as their nucleus��
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Word Number of Syllables
�

Syllable onset present nucleus weight

Penultimate  a �
Ultimate  a �

In BP� the values of input attributes were encoded as randomly generated bit strings �one
input unit for each bit�� using the smallest possible number of bits� For instance� for the
attribute representing the identity of the nucleus of the last syllable�  units are needed� In
total� each input pattern was represented using a ���unit string� The output category is
encoded locally� i�e�� each outcome is represented by one unit in the output layer� resulting in
a ��unit output encoding�

In both ANA and IBL� training and test patterns are straightforwardly encoded as strings
of attribute values�

��� RESULTS
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Figure �� General comparison of the three algorithms

In Figure � the global performance of the di�erent algorithms is plotted� The mean success
rate in the �
�fold cross�validation experiments was calculated for each training set ��

 items�
�


 items� ��� ��

 items��� The general picture can be summarised as follows��

� With few training items� BP reaches the best performance of the three algorithms�
IBL and ANA are far less successful when only a limited number of training items is
available� More speci�cally� BP scores best when trained with �

 items� i�e�� it obtains

�Note that the logarithmic ts have very high r
� values� BP� r� � ����� IBL� r� � ���
� ANA� r� � �����

�For details about the results of all experiments we performed and their statistical analysis� we refer to
Gillis et al� �����
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the best success score with few training items �BP� 	����� correctly classi�ed� IBL�
	
����� ANA� 	
�����

� IBL eventually reaches the highest peak performance� ANA is the least successful of
the three algorithms� In absolute terms� IBL has the highest score� trained with ��


items� IBL reaches a success rate of 	��
�� This success score is better than for ANA
�	������ and BP �	��
���

If we pool the results of all the �
�fold CV experiments per algorithm� we �nd that IBL
and BP do not di�er signi�cantly� but IBL and BP di�er signi�cantly from ANA� When we
compare the results at the level of the individual training set sizes� however� it appears that
the performance of the three algorithms does not di�er signi�cantly� In other words� when we
compare the results per training set �i�e�� compare ANA� IBL� and BP results for a training
set of �

 items� �


 items� and so on�� none of the comparisons turn out to be statistically
signi�cant�

When we study the global learning curves more closely� it is striking that BP scores high
at the beginning but does not improve signi�cantly beyond that point� ANA and IBL on the
other hand signi�cantly improve their scores� In both cases the result for �

 training items
di�ers signi�cantly from the score obtained from the experiments with more training items�
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Figure �� Comparison of success rates relative to target category

When we go down to the level of the individual target categories� i�e�� stress on the
�nal� penultimate and antepenultimate syllable� the three algorithms appear to yield highly
comparable results� In Figure � the success rates of the algorithms are speci�ed per target
category� The graph shows three clusters of lines� On top we �nd the results for �stress on
the penultimate syllable� for the three algorithms� Somewhat lower� the results for �stress
on the �nal syllable� cluster together� At the bottom we �nd �stress on the antepenultimate
syllable�� Thus� the three algorithms agree in that stress on the penultimate syllable can be
best predicted� followed by stress on the �nal syllable� Stress on the antepenultimate syllable
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appears to be very di�cult to predict� But again� the results of the three algorithms show
essentially the same picture�

In Figure � it can readily be seen that the learning curves are fairly comparable� The
curves representing stress on the penultimate syllable do not show any major �uctuation�
The three algorithms score around �
� accuracy and that rate remains the same irrespective
of the size of the training set� For stress on the antepenultimate syllable� there are some
�uctuations� but no signi�cant ones� Only in the case of stress on the �nal syllable there is a
signi�cant learning e�ect� the three algorithms improve their success rates� trained with �


or �


 items they score signi�cantly less well than when trained with more items� Beyond
that training set size� there is still an increase of the success rate in absolute �gures� but that
increase is not signi�cant�	

The conclusion that can be drawn from these �ndings is that the three algorithms behave
similarly with respect to the three target categories and the general pro�le of the learning
curves for those categories� However� the similarity is more profound than mere overall
appearances� An investigation of the di�erences between the results speci�ed per target
category reveals no signi�cance�

There is one more aspect of the comparison of the three algorithms that deserves attention�
When we study the learning curves in Figure �� the curves for �stress on the �nal syllable�
and �stress on the pre�nal syllable� are relatively far apart initially� but due to a learning
e�ect �stress on the �nal syllable� is eventually almost as accurately predicted as �stress on
the pre�nal syllable�� It was already noted that there is indeed a signi�cant learning e�ect
for �stress on the last syllable�� That e�ect is exhibited by the three algorithms� Moreover�
an analysis further shows that initially the prediction for �stress on the pre�nal syllable� is
signi�cantly better than those for �stress on the �nal syllable� but eventually a comparison
of the two result categories does not show signi�cance any more� Again the three algorithms
behave essentially in the same way in this respect� There is one di�erence however� When
we investigate where the precise point can be located where the highly signi�cant di�erence
between the predictions for the two last syllables turns into a non signi�cant one� the three
algorithms do not agree completely� for IBL that point is reached with a training set of ��


items �i�e�� with �


 training items the success rate for stress on the �nal syllable are still
signi�cantly lower than the success rate for stress on the pre�nal syllable�� for ANA it is �



items and for BP turns out to be ��

 items�

Taken together� these results point very strongly in the direction of a very high similarity
of the performance of the three algorithms� There is one perspective from which the three
algorithms can be seen to perform di�erently and that is when we look at the global picture
of all the results� In that case there is one algorithm� viz� analogical modeling� that performs
not as well as the other two algorithms� But once we start investigating the performance of
the algorithms at a more detailed level� the di�erences remain but they cannot be shown to
be statistically signi�cant� In other words� the three algorithms� success scores are essentially
the same� The close similarity of the results between BP and IBL on the one hand versus
ANA on the other hand� led us to the elimination of BP as a learning algorithm in the second
experiment� in which we were more interested in qualitatively di�erent behaviour than in
performance comparisons�

�All training sets approximate the distribution of categories in the dataset� �� antepenultimate� ��� nal�
and 	
� penultimate�
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� EXPERIMENT �

The �rst experiment was mainly concerned with the quantitative aspects of the performance
of the learning algorithms� and with a comparison of their performance� In a second experi�
ment the aim was to conduct a qualitative analysis of the algorithms� learning abilities� More
speci�cally we explored the role of the encoding used �syllable weight versus phonemic encod�
ing� on learnability� the types of errors made by the algorithms� and how those errors relate
to a metrical analysis� The learners also faced the problems associated with non�transparent
input� i�e�� as was the case in the �rst experiment� equal input patterns can have di�erent
target categories leaving the learner with the task of resolving these local ambiguities in some
way or another�

��� METHOD

In this experiment� the leaving�one�out method was used� For this purpose� each item in our
dataset in turn is selected as the test item� with the remainder of the dataset as training set�
We therefore get as many simulations as there are items in the dataset� This computationally
very costly method has as its major advantage that it provides the best possible estimate of
the true error rate of a learning algorithm �Weiss � Kulikowski ������

��� DATA CODING

The data were encoded �i� as strings of syllable weights of the last three syllables of the word
�encoding���� and �ii� using the phonemic information contained in the rhyme projections of
the last three syllables �encoding���� For instance� the word nirvana was encoded as follows�

Encoding�� Encoding��

Syllable weight nucleus coda

Antepenultimate � I r
Penultimate � a �
Ultimate � a �

��� RESULTS

����� Analysis of General Performance

Both algorithms attain an overall success rate of around 	�� for encoding�� and around 	��
for encoding��� Speci�ed to the level of individual target categories� it appears that both
algorithms agree that stress on the penultimate syllable can be more e�ciently predicted
than stress on the �nal syllable� Stress on the antepenultimate syllable is fairly di�cult to
predict�

Encoding�� Encoding��
IBL ANA IBL ANA

Total 	��� 	��� 	�� 	��
Final �
�� �
�� 	�
 	���
Penultimate ���� ���� ���� ����
Antepenultimate ��� ���� ��� ���
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A comparison of the results for the two encodings yields the global result that both
algorithms take advantage of the details provided in encoding��� in general an encoding in
terms of weight strings does not lead to better results than an encoding in which the nucleus
and the coda are fully speci�ed� The di�erence between the results for the two encodings are
statistically signi�cant �p � �


���

Speci�ed at the level of the individual target categories� the results are more diversi�ed�
the encoding in terms of weight strings �encoding��� yields better results �for the two algo�
rithms� for the unmarked case� viz� stress on the penultimate syllable� For the two other
target categories� the second encoding scheme yields superior �and statistically signi�cantly
better� results� In other words� weight strings are su�cient to capture the most general and
metrically unmarked case� which is the most frequently occuring one� quite well� However�
that information is insu�cient to extract satisfactorily the regularities involving the more
marked cases� viz� �nal and antepenultimate stress� Hence� an important inprovement in the
systems� performance can be seen for the latter two categories� In other terms� it appears
that the regularities governing stress on the �nal and stress on the antepenultimate syllables
require information present in encoding�� and absent in encoding��� This implies that in
abstracting syllables weights from the rhyme projections� essential information is lost�

Thus the question turns up which generalizations within the domain are captured by
training the systems with the two encodings�

����� Weight Strings versus Rhyme Projections

The fact that a number of general characteristics of stress assignment can be captured given
the weight string encoding can be shown by scrutinizing strong generalizations within the
domain that can be formulated in terms of syllable weight� �i� we already indicated that
super heavy �nal syllables are not eligible for �nal extrametricality� consequently they receive
stress almost without exception �in our lexicon� �
�� words with �nal super heavy syllable
receive �nal stress� while in only � words stress is not �nal�� �ii� super light syllables can
never be stressed� moreover super light �nal syllables are almost without exception preceded
by a stressed syllable ���� words in our lexicon have pre�nal stress when the �nal syllable
is super light and only �� have stress on the antepenultimate��

Final ANA IBL
Syllable encod�� encod�� encod�� encod��

super heavy
�VVC �
�� ��	 �
�� �

	

������� ������� ������� �������
�VCC �
� �
� �
� �
�

�	����� �	����� �	����� �	�����
total ���� ��	� ���� ��
�

������ �	����� ������ ����
��

super light ��� ���� ��� ����
������� �����
� ������� �������

It can readily be inferred from this table that the generalizations that can be formulated in
terms of syllable weight are captured by both systems� The phonemic encoding �encoding���
does not yield highly superior results� on the contrary� with respect to super heavy syllables
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in word� �nal position� slightly worse results are found �None of the di�erences are signi�cant
at the �� level or below��

Turning to the categories speci�cally relevant for extrametricality� it appears that less
stringent generalizations are discovered by the algorithms� Light and heavy �nal syllables
are considered to be extrametrical in the current account� thus a pre�nal stress pattern is to
be expected� This expectation is only realistic� however� if only extrametricality is playing
in determining stress assignment� That is not the case� for �VV �nal words only �����
actually receive penultimate stress� and for �VC �nal words only ������ These �gures
sharply contrast with those for the super heavy and the super light �nal syllables� for which
the algorithms found satisfactory generalizations� The results in the next Table show that
similar generalizations were out of reach for the light and the heavy �nal syllables�

Final ANA IBL
Syllable encod�� encod�� encod�� encod��

light �VV ��� ��� ��� ��	
���
� ������ ������ �	��
��

heavy �VC ��� ��� ��	 �
	
���	�� ������� ������� ����	��

In comparison with the success scores for the super heavy and super light �nal syllables�
the success scores of the light and heavy ones are inferior� Even for the phonemic encoding�
a success rate of 	
� can hardly be reached� It can be noted that the success scores for the
encoding in weight strings are below the phonemic encoding for both algorithms �Di�erences
are signi�cant at p � �


���

����� Exception Mechanisms and Markedness

As was already indicated in the description of stress assignment of Dutch monomorphemic
words� several exception mechanisms have been invoked to account for the apparent lexical
di�usion that appears to govern the words with �nal light and heavy syllables� When we
classify the results of our experiments according to those categories a highly illuminating
picture occurs �Figure ��� In Figure � the results for IBL are given� the results for ANA
�Figure � are highly similar�

�� The regular cases are almost perfectly predicted when the algorithms are trained with
a weight string encoding �IBL� �� ������� and ANA��� �������� This encoding is not
able to deal with the lexically marked words� the success scores for the four exception
codings hardly reach �
�� For both algorithms� the results for the regular category
are signi�cantly �p � �
�� better for the weight string encoding than for the phonemic
encoding of the rhyme�

�� The exceptional cases reach a fairly acceptable level of accuracy when the algorithms
are trained with a phonemic encoding of the rhymes of the three last syllables� All
di�erences between encoding�� and encoding�� reach signi�cance at the �� level or
below�

�� A comparison of the learning results for the phonemic encoding with the �markedness��
scale presented within the metrical framework �section ����� immediately reveals that
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Figure �� IBL Performance relative to Metrical Category

there is a remarkable correspondence between the two� the more marked a category
from a metrical point of view� the lower the success rate of that category in the learning
experiments� Hence� the regular cases are fairly well learned by both algorithms� and
they both show poor performance for the irregular cases� With respect to the exception
mechanisms in�between these two extremes� marking of an exception with respect to
extrametricality ���ex�� and the marking of a monosyllabic lexical foot ��F�� have better
scores than the category that combines the two features� Thus� the markedness relations
between these exception mechanisms are re�ected in lower success scores�

These results lead us to the conclusion that there is a close correspondence between
markedness in terms of exception mechanisms invoked for particular classes of words and the
learnability of those words� for unmarked classes of words the learning algorithms reach a
superior success score in comparison to the more marked classes�

Does this close correspondence between markedness in the metrical framework and learn�
ability in the computational context also hold when we �esh out the results for speci�c types
of words� In Table � the information from Table � is repeated and the learning results for
IBL and ANA are added�

At �rst sight� relative markedness from a metrical point of view appears to be a good
predictor of the success scores of the learning algorithms� Take the VV�VV�VV words as an
instance� The regularly stressed type �stress on the penultimate syllable� has� by far� the
best success score� A somewhat lower score is obtained for the words with antepenultimate
stress� These words are more marked than the regulars� they need a single exception feature�
Final stress is obtained for words with two features� this category� the most marked of the
three� has the worst score� Thus metrical markedness is re�ected in the success scores of both
algorithms� A similar �nding holds for the VX�VC�VV words� R � ��ex��F� � I�

The relationship between markedness and success scores does not seem to be as strong
when we consider the two bottom rows of Table �� For VX�VC�VC words� the irregular an�
tepenultimate stress� the most marked category� is very poorly predicted by both algorithms�
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Figure � ANA Performance relative to Metrical Category

But the regular penultimate stress is hardly better predicted by ANA than the more marked
�nal stress� IBL predicts the more marked category even better than the unmarked regular
one� In the bottom row a similar situation is found� the regular case is less well predicted
than the more marked ones for IBL� and less well predicted by ANA than the more marked
�nal stress words and only slightly better predicted than the more marked penultimate stress
words� Although these results appear to contradict the relationship between markedness in
metrical terms and success scores of the algorithms� this contradiction can be explained by a
closer analysis of the learning patterns�

When we scrutinize the results for the individual patterns of words� both IBL and ANA
appear to have discovered subregularities in the data that are not �even� cannot be� accounted
for in the metrical framework� Indeed� in the latter� syllables are used in the analysis as far
as their weights are concerned� The identity of individual vowels and consonants is not taken
into account in the constructions of metrical trees� And hence� for the word types considered�
important subclasses of words that behave homogeneously cannot be identi�ed� But given the
phonemic encoding used in the learning experiment� the algorithms quite successfully traced
these subregularities� For instance� the high success scores for �nal stress in words with a
VX�VV�VC pattern is partly due to the fact that almost half of these words ��	�� have ���
in their �nal syllable� They are successfully stressed by ANA ��

�� and IBL ��������� Both
algorithms seem to have discovered the more general subregularity in the lexicon with respect
to these words� viz� words ending in ��� almost unanimously prefer �nal stress �����	� �nal
stress� ����� penultimate stress� and 
��� antepenultimate stress on a total of �� words��
This outspoken homogeneous behaviour of words with ��� in their �nal syllable is re�ected
in the success scores of the algorithms� 		���� for IBL and ���
�� for ANA� The apparently
regular words with �nal stress were accurately stressed by IBL �������� and ANA �����
���

The ability of the algorithms to trace subregularities in the data and the breadth of that
ability is further illustrated in the following example� ��� of the VC �nal words have ��� in
their �nal syllable� This category of words is an almost perfect example of lexical di�usion�
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Table �� Stress patterns in Dutch words with light and heavy �nal syllables

Stress Pattern

Type Final Stress Penultimate Antepenultimate
Stress Stress

VV�VV�VV ��ex��F� R �F�
IBL 
�

 	���� ����	
ANA ����� ����� ��
VX�VC�VV ��ex��F� R I
IBL ��� ���
 
�


ANA ��		 ����� 
�



VX�VC�VC ��ex� R I
IBL 	���� 	
�� �����
ANA ���� ����� 
�


VX�VV�VC ��ex� �F� R
IBL ��� ����� ����
ANA 	��
� ��

 	�	�

�	�
	� have penultimate stress and ������ antepenultimate stress� The algorithms appear
to have made �ner distinctions within this set of words� both IBL and ANA appear to have
detected that �Latin� words with �i� in the pre�nal syllable and ��m� in the �nal syllable
act as a fairly homogeneous category with respect to stress ������� of these words have
antepenultimate stress and ���� penultimate stress�� Hence the success scores for IBL and
ANA are equal for this category� ����� of the words are correctly stressed� Moreover� as
an �intermediate step�� they appear to have found that words with �i� in the pre�nal syllable
and ��� in the �nal syllable have an outspoken preference for antepenultimate stress� ANA
predicts stress correctly in ���	� of the cases and IBL in 	�	��� When we look at these
words in our lexicon� we �nd that ���
�� have pre�nal stress� of which �� are bisyllabic� The
stress pattern of the bisyllabic words is predicted correctly by the algorithms� Two words
receive �nal stress and both algorithms err� 	����� of those words have antepenultimate
stress � ANA correctly predicts that stress pattern� but IBL misses eight words� The eight
words appear to have a �nal ��s� syllable� which was recognised by ANA but not by IBL�

These results lead us to the conclusion that the correspondence between markedness in the
metrical framework and ease of learning by the algorithms also holds at the level of individual
types of words� Although at this level the correspondence is not accross the board� apparent
exceptions can be accounted for by fact that the algorithms traced subregularities in the
data that cannot be captured using the less �ne�grained weight strings used in the metrical
framework�

� CONCLUSION

A metrical analysis reveals that Dutch simplex words can adhere to a regular pattern laid
out by the default rules of stress assignment� In speci�c instances� however� exceptional
markings of lexical items are invoked to arrive at correct stress assignment� The analysis

��



eventually requires full lexical marking for irregular patterns� As such we arrive at a marked�
ness scale� the regular patterns occupy the unmarked position� the irregular patterns the
most marked position� and in�between the other possibilities can be ordered according to the
number of exception features� The learning experiments with ANA and IBL show that the
more categories of words are metrically marked� the less accurately they are learned� Hence� a
correspondence was found between markedness and ease of learning by the arti�cial learning
algorithms� This correspondence also holds for individual categories of words that consist of
the same syllabic weight string� but that nevertheless exhibit di�erent stress patterns� It was
found that the more marked stress patterns �in terms of exception features� are less accu�
rately learned� Hence� metrical markedness and ease of learning also correspond on the level
of individual categories of words� Our experiment has thus provided computational grounding
�Gupta � Touretzky� ����� to the application of the metrical phonology framework to Dutch
stress assignment�

As regards the problem of how stress can be acquired� the second experiment shows that
data�oriented learning algorithms incorporating similarity�based reasoning on the basis of
phoneme representations� are able� without recourse to lexical marking� to correctly assign
stress to many cases that are considered marked in metrical phonology� The forms considered
regular in metrical phonology are indeed the forms best learned by our algorithms� but there
are additional �subregular� classes of forms about which regularities can be extracted on
the basis of phonological form� These regularities are used by the algorithms to predict
stress positions in unseen� similar� cases� This can be accounted for by the fact that the
similarity�based algorithms extract subregularities in the data that cannot be captured using
the machinery of metrical phonology� We therefore believe that the results of our experiments
show that a data�driven �empiricist� computational learning theory can be considered a serious
alternative to learning theories based on a P�P approach�

Finally� our experiment comparing IBL and ANA to the more well�known backpropagation
in connectionist networks approach for the stress assignment task showed that IBL and BP
have a better generalization performance than ANA on the stress assignment task� Broken
down to the level of the individual training sets �experiments�� there are no statistically
signi�cant di�erences� however�
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